DESCRIPTION
The XOD series features a weather resistant construction. The acoustic suspension speaker housing is further enhanced with UV resistant stabilizers to prevent yellowing. A rust-proof aluminum grill is securely attached with commercial-grade adhesives to protect the audio drivers during the harshest elements.

Audio tones are accurately reproduced using a 2-way speaker design composed of a 25mm silk-dome tweeter and a 6.5" IMG cone woofer with rubber surround. The tweeter is constructed with an advance neodymium magnet and has rear acoustic damping to achieve accurate tonal reproduction. The woofer features a large voice coil which allows responsive performance and loud, tight bass when the user demands it. The crossover features over-spec’ed components for long lasting performance and premium sound.

Premium gold-plated wire posts specified to withstand the outdoor elements. Gold is corrosion resistant and will maximize a reliable connection over the years. A pivotal mounting bracket makes installation fast and simple.

FEATURES
- Aluminum mounting bracket.
- 6.5" Woofer, IMG cone, rubber surround, steel frame.
- 25mm silk-dome tweeter, acoustic damping.
- Rugged speaker enclosure
INSTALLATION

STEP A: The XOD speaker is intended to be mounted using the included bracket only. Select a desirable location to mount the speakers. Then determine if they are to be installed vertical or horizontal.

STEP B: Using a bubble level, align the speaker bracket. Secure the speaker bracket using screws or fasteners that are applicable for surface. Concrete or brick surfaces require different screws or fasteners than a painted wood surface.

STEP C: Slide the main speaker housing onto the mounting bracket. Then, using the mounting knobs, attached the main speaker housing to the mounting bracket. Hand-tighten the mounting knobs while moving the speaker to a desired angle. Caution, excessive tightening can cause damage to the threads.

STEP D: Attached speaker wire to the XOD speaker’s gold-plated posts.

INSTALLATION COMPLETE!